
March 18, 2011

Dear Los Angeles Dodgers:

.--..t~;\am writing to express my shock, dismay, and disappointment, at your treatment of

Doha~d Davis, after his singing of the National Anthem at your Spring Training game on

March 17th•
Beacher's Madhouse was hired by Mcfadden's to provide the Dodgers with one of

our little person entertainers, who would perform a faithful and respectful version of our

National Anthem. Our performer Donald Davis, or Donny, as he is affectionately known, is

a wonderful young man. Donny Davis has worked hard to overcome the mental, emotional,

and physical disabilities that he was born with. Donny worked tirelessly to learn the Star

Spangled Banner, a song that is a challenge to sing for even the most seasoned performers as

our last Super Bowl so clearly illustrated. All Donny Davis wanted to do was to please the

Dodgers and their fans. There was no intent on his part to make a mockery of the song or

the occasion.

Unfortunately, under the pressure of the moment, he became nervous, and forgot

some of the song's lyrics. But instead of embracing this handicapped individual's bravery and

effort, the Dodgers derided, embarrassed, and abused him. We here at Beacher's Madhouse

try to provide a welcoming environment for our physically and mentally challenged

employees, a credo the Dodgers might want to consider adopting in the future.

Beacher's Madhouse believes in Handi-can, while sadly, the Dodgers' behavior

towards this young man screams out Handi-can't, We demand that the Dodgers organization

formally apologize to Donny Davis for the cruel and insensitive treatment that this brave

young disabled man was subjected to. The Dodgers owe this to Mister Davis, and to all of

the other physically and mentally challenged young men and women, courageously trying to

conquer life's challenges.

Je Beacher
Creator/Host
Beacher's Madhouse
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